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--8Values and Governance Issues
in the Foreign Policy of Singapore
LBoNano C. S rsasrraN

Tnrs cseprrx will present perceptions and assumptions that

at-

tempt to characterize the relevance of values and governance to Singapore's approach to foreign policy. Where this approach diverges {rom
the "Western" view, it mustbe understood within the context of Singapore's unique history as a small state that struggled to develop a political system suitable to its immediate, difficult circumstances. As such,
Singapore has had to invent a political culture. The argument made
here is that the current regime pertaining to values and governance
should not be seen in purely static terms. The approaches adopted by
the Singapore government have been appropriate and successful for a
particular developmental and historical phase. Looking to the future,
there is every possibility that an evolving economic and political environment and a more developed polity-materially and socially-may
require a reassessment ol how values and governance are conceptualized.

The chapter is structured in four parts. The first part assesses
briefly the function of "ldentity" and "image" in international relations theory. The argument is made that in an environment dominated
by established states, emerging states have to develop innovative forelgn policy options to assert their lndependence in order to "seek a
place at the table." Here the case is made that the constructivist approach to international relations theory is ideally suited to analyze the
foreign policy dllemmas Iaced by an emerging state like Singapore. The
second part discusses the unique domestic setting that has fundamentally shaped Singapore's value system. It examines how a political
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culturc had to be manufactured from scratch and sets thc stagc for the
third part of the chapter, which analyzes the manner in which Singa
pore elites sought to de{end the city state's values in a vigorous ex
change of ideas with the West in the 'Asian values" debatc. The final
part of the chapter attempts to place in perspective the Asian valucs
debate ancl assesses the main lessons to be gleaned from the various
political discourses both East and West. The chapter concludes with a
brie{ glimpse of Singapore's evolving polity.
THE RoLE oF IDENTITY AND IMAGE
IN INTERNATIoNAL RETATI o N S THI,ORY

bulk of the cold war, two approaches to international relations
theory dominated the discourse on how states behave and interact in
the international system. Neorealism andneoliberal institutionalism'
sought to utlllze the rational actor model to analyze how states interact under the constraints of the international system. A general theme
consistent in the clepiction of state behaviorwas that states are unitary
actors that want to maximizc their se1{-intcrcst in an environment o{
other competing actors, resulting in a perpetual struggle for survival,
power, and wealth among largely seli-confined entities. By and large,
the realist reading of international politics remains unaltered in the
post-cold war world. The realist tradition within international relations thcory maintains that justice and morality have little or no in
Iluence in international relations theory. The morality that can be
found there is an international morality that the establishcd states of
the international system observe in their interactions with each other.
The duties and obligations of international morality are thus those pertainingto the norms of interstate relations in the developed world. The
possibility that other orders and structures may exist is Elenerally excluded. Morality neither has nor should have a decisive rolc in the reFor the

Iations lletween states. The central premise of realist theory is that such
a condition exists because relations between states are characterized
as being in a condition o{ anarchy and that no authority able to maintain order stands above thern. Under such circumstances, the morality
of the established states overrides the rights of emerging states that
have yet to be deemed "acceptable" as members of international society.

Whilc such

a

condition may he moderatcly altered as a consequence
it is highly likely that the main tenets

of thc rise and {all ofgrcat powers,
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of political realism will remain valid, as they have since Thucydides
laid the groundwork with his treatise on the Peloponnesian War. Yet
lesser states have always foundpractical methods to survive and thrive
in an international system prey to whims of the great powers. In analyzing Singapore's foreign policy behavior, this chapter attempts to assess how issues pertaining to identity and irnage influence Singapore's
foreignpolicy options and thereby enable it to punch above its weight.
The idea that states should be seen as social actors whose actions follow international or domestic rules (Andrews t 97 5 ) and whose behavior is conditioned by rules, norms, institutions, and identities has only
been recently explored in depth through the constructivist approach.,
From the constructivist perspective, identity can be defined as a relatively stable, role-specific understanding and expectation about self.
Though borrowed frorn sociology, the issue of identity has utility in
the study o{ foreign policy because it refers to perceptions or impressions states have about who they are and who others are..
The relevance of such concepts {or international relations cannot
be underestimated because state identities form the basis of what is
commonly referred to as "national interests. /' Other than the need lor
survival, which remains fundamental for all states, national interests
tend to vary in form and substance. It is, however, unlikely that the
national interests of states are independent o{ their social setting. For
example, much of the intellectual sustenance for Singapore's promotion oI Asian values comes from its domestic debate on a proposed
national ideology that had its odgins in the late r98os and in r991
eventually crystallized into a set of shared values that Singaporeans of
different races and laiths could subscribe to and live by lwhite Paper
r99r). Just as the national security policies of Gerrnany and fapan
have been inlluenced by a state identity premised on being a "civilian
power" (Maull r99o-r99r), similarly the Singapore government has
opted for what scholars have termed a "communitarian democracy,,
based on a set of shared values (Chua r 99 5, r 84 zoz ). Such approaches
to state identit, I argue, have immense implications for the study
o{ international relations because they provide implicit recognit.ion
that states are not amorphous entities whose identities are shaped by
the hegernony of the day. Rather, states indeed possess specific identi.
ties that evolve from a historical and domestic context. In defendir.rg
its brand of communitarian democracy, one aim of Singapore foreign
policy is to challenge the West on whether it is prepared to accept variants in the concept of democracy, or rnore important, to accepr that
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such variants could nr all likelihood be the "end product" andnot transitions in the process of becoming morc like carbon copics of Western

liberal dernocracies.
In this cortext, the Singaporean identity is based on norms that can
be de{ined as "collective expectations about properbchavior {or a given
identity" ()epperson, Wendt, and Katzenstein r996, 5d. Such norms
are useful indicators in that they serve as standards ior guiding the
behavior of an actor; but more important for the pur?oses of international relations theory is that they enable other actors to evaluate a
state's actions and intentions. In some instances, a state's survival depends very much upon the willingness of other international actors to
respect its lrorms. For example, the respect of sovereignty is a fur.rda
rlental norm in the international system. The traditional balance-ofpower system that prevailedprior to the outset o{ World War II l.ras been
subiected to new normative regulations where wcak, marginal, or insubstantial states are r.row exelr.rpted from the power cortcst, at least
in part, and treated as international protectorates. Clatssic examples
are Bosnia, Cambodia prior to the elections sponsored by UNTAC (UN
Transitional Authority in Cambodial, and Haiti. Hencc, the weakness
or bacl<wardness of countries is no longer justification for conquest or
colonialism. Nor are these condrtiols iusti{ication for intcrnational
support of artigovernment rebels in derclict Alrican states*unlike
nineteenth century Europe, for example, where the "spectacle" o{ a
"ramshackle" Austro-Hungarian empire "which der.riedfreedom to irs
subject peoplcs" provided grounds for foreign intcrvcntion in the eyes
of fohr.r Stuart Mill and othcr liberals (Ryan r 974, 2r4).
Internatlonal development assistance is usually coupled with dcmands for the protection o{ human rights, but sovereignty is not interfered with or even questioned. Therefore, it is not ernpirical dillerences
and va ations among states that are novel-although these are probably
greater today than evcrbe{ore, owingto the globalization of the international system. Rather, it is the way that inequality ar.rd underdevclopment are conceived, evaluated, and responded to by the members of
thc international community that has changed. In this sense, states
unablc to de{end their value systems rnay become open invitations for
unsolicited external interventlon. Hence, attempts to impose or inslnuate Westcrn values expressed in terms of human rights are resented as
intrusions into Asian political jurisdiction and a way oI trying to sub,
vert the region's comparative econolnic advantage. Thcy are also resented becalrse they are seen to carry unwanted infection in the form
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o{ drug abuse, high crime rates, and family disintegration-hardly the
basis for a new civilizing mission.
As such, identities may not necessarilybe derived onlyfrom within
states, they can also be shaped by interactions between them. A valuable contribution from the constructivist school has been the notion
that systemic cooperation can over time lead to the formation o{ a co1lective identity among a group of states lWendt r 994). Here, a collective
identity refers to a situation where states positively identify with the
fate oI others. Interests are defined with reference to other states and in
time could create a sense of community. Such collective identity formation has developed in Western Europe through the European Union
and to a lesser extent in Southeast Asia through the Association of

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) which has found mutualities
through shared norms, like nonintervention. The speed with which a
collective identity is developed however, hinges upon the nature of external stimuli.Inthe case of Western Europe, the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization developedas a security community among liberal democracies nurtured by a strong communist threat. Similarly, the Clinton
administration's threat to link ioreign aid/trade policy to tangible progress in democratic political reform had enormous repercussions for
the foreignpolicy o{ China,Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore.It is not
implausible to contend that if the United States continues to maintain
a hard-line stance on thls issue/ there is every likelihood that a collective identity o{ like-minded states opposing U.S. policy could develop.
Certainly, seeds for such a collective ldentity became readily apparent
by r 993 and r994 with Singapore and Malaysia taking the lead in the
Asian values debate.
Singapore's own vigorous defense of its position is also a conse
quence oI its size as a city-state in the international system. Being a
mere dot on the worldmap makes it necessary to shout louder to be noticed. Over and above this, the policy options open to a small state are
limited. First, it can either choose to forgo its independence and integrate with or be part of a larger entity. Second, it may retain its independence but opt for a "dependency status" with a great power. Or
third, it may choose to assert its independence actively and work with
regional states and other international actors (Lau and Kadir r 995, 7 5 ).
Singapore had experienced the bitter lessons of the first option when
merger with Malaysia in r 963 proved to be politically destabilizing for
both sides and subsequently led to an acrimonious separation in r 9 6 5 .
It had also witnessed the unfortunate consequences of the second
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option when the United States, facing pressures at home, decided to
its ally South Vietnam. Hence, Singapore,s best option re
nained a proactive and assertive foreign policy.
For a sma11 statc, a key foreign policy strategy to employ is image.r
Of importance in this sense are how images, be they accurate or inaccurate, supplement usual forms ofpower and becomc indispensable for
reaching certain goals. Critical in this sense is how an actor/state can
in{luence belie{s about itself and lead others to make preclictions about
its behavior that will contribute to its reaching its goals. Throughout
history states have often cared about specific issues less for their intrinsic value than for the conclusions they felt others would draw from
the way they dealt with them. Hence, an image is apt to make other
states retreat or act cautiously in conflicts with the state concerned
abandon

{fervis r 97o, 3 r7).
To get others to believe an image, however, a state must act out that
image {u11y. This view implies that states which intelrd to project a
particular image must givc proof that the irnage is correct. For Singapore, being one of the most Westernized societics in Asia, the key in
championilg the Asian values cause was to try to prcsent itsel{ as a
credible Asian country so as to take advantage of East Asia,s economic
rise and probable greater clout in the international systern. Whilc civil
war or national conflict can undermine the region or misguided resistance by losing competitors can delay it, Singapore's policymakers be

lieve that the global center o{ gravity is shifting to their part of the
world. From their perspective, culture, while not a merc product o{
economics, will be a beneficiary of it. This has implications for Singapore, too, if it is not to be left out of the dialogue between the West
and Asia just as the latter begins to grow more eclual. Whereas r993
was full oI shrill rhetoric, the tone in rg9 5 moderated considerably, and
there was a tendency to talk more in terms oI "fusion" througl.r rnulti
cultural groupings like the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), the AsraEurope Meeting (ASEM), and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperarion
(APEC) iorum, rather than to follow the logic of a clash of civilizations
(Mahbubani r995, r r6, r r9).
The in.rage then presented was one of Singapore acting as abridge between East and West with conciliatory statcments reflecting the need
for East and West to lcarn{rom each other and to adopt each other,s best
practices.I advance three plausible reasons why Singaporc moderated
its position. First, perhaps this strategic shiit was done on the premise
that Singapore was risking becoming an international pariah at a time
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when issues pertaining to democratization and human rights were becoming more important in international society.
Second, a uniform Asian position was i11usive, and no acceptable
definition of Asian values couldbe found. For those who were puzzled
as to why the Asian values debate took such an ideological hue, it may
be enlightening to view the debate as Arrrerican positions generating
their own opposites. This may be one reason why voices in Asia had
never been united on these fronts.5 Very few Asians actually believe in
the various perspectives put forth by politicians and scholars enunciating Asian values as it is not dif{icult to see how potentially ideological these positions are. Nevertheless, a considerable number were
willing to use them because an ideological counterdiscourse was needed
to balance the one habitually used by the United States.
Third, Singapore's dependent economy and strategic circulnstances
left it no alternativebut to strive {or balance in diplomatic relations so
as not to alienate the United States. After a1l, Singapore continues to
see the United States as a maior econornic player and/ more important,
as a crucial part o{ Asia's new emerging security architecture. The use
o{image in Singapore's foreign relations, hence, does take into account
that states are not unitary actors and must usually take mole than one
audience into account.
Particularly through the comments of Senior Minister Lee Kuan
Yew, Singapore was quick to emphasize the important role China will
play in global politics of the twenty-first century. As a strong prr-rpor1ent of China's integration into the international system, Singapore
has asked the West to adopt a more conciliatory stance in its relations
with China. Not surprising, Lee was hailed by China,s international
news magazine Ya zhou Zhoul<an as the "new Asian warrior who hits
back at the West" ("The Asian Values Debate Revisited,, r q96 ). If such
a view is congruent with elite Chinese perceptions of Singapore,s role
in the Asian values debate, then it is hoped that gains made in this re
gard can be translated into real influence with China,s leaders when

that country achieves its potential.
The Asian values debate has been described as a clash of civilizations, but the most important dimension is within Asian states, and
not between them and the West. For instance, when Singapore,s leaders
address the West and berate its governments {or failing to understand

the differences of culture and experience between their two worlds,
theyare more often thannot speaking to their own dornestic audiences
with a political aim in mind. Advocacy of Asian values has persisted
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becausc of abiding concern by the Singapore governmcnt about its abil-

ity to cortrol the political system, especially in the midst ofrapid eco
nomic clevelopment and social change.
DoMESTIC BASES

or rHE AsrAN Verurs DrlaTt

The People's Action Party (PAP)'came to powcr in May 1959 as a
coalition of a highly competent but elitist group of Western educated
profcssionals lcd by Lee Kuan Yew who sought the support of the rs1ar.rd's Chinese-educated majority through alignment with radical trade
unionists linked to the illegal Cornmunist Party of Malaya. Tension
arose between the moderates and thc radical left wing o( thepartywhcn
lnerger between peninsular Malaya and Singapore was sanctioned in
r96r, resulting in the de{ection of the lattcr, who formed the Barisan
Socialis. The split precipitated a major political crisis that jeopardized
the PAP's wolking majority, as well as the prospect o{ Sir.rgapore joinir.rg Malaysia. During Sil1gapore's short stint in Malaysia, the rump
of the PAP governed with support in parliament {rom right-wing parties. Mcrger ilrto the Federation of Malaysia was to bring its own set of
problems, partlcularly in the aftermath o{ the PAP,s unsuccessful
foray into peninsular Malaysian elections, which generated racial tensions.

This cxperience left the PAP finnly opposed to mass, popular, participatory, "democlatic" politics, both in principle and practice. In
principle, it was felt that representative politics was unsuitable for the
Singapore masses, who lacked the political culturc to participate and
wcre deeply divided along ethnic and religious lines. The perception il
thc minds of the PAP elite was that der.nocracy played into the hancls
o( clangerous ideologues, such as communists and communalists, who
were adept at exploiting the racial cleavages and rellgious prejudices
of the masses. Hcnce, when merger with Malaysia failcd ir.r rq6s, Lee
Kuan Yew turncd his back on democratic socialism and opted instead
{or a strict uncolrpromising style of government. It is a style of governance that has brought results. It is almost a clich6 to say that modem
Singapore is run efficiently. Its educational and health standards are
among the highest in the region. The republic's legal system is based
on the British mode1. Singapore boasts well run pubiic services and an
orderly urban administration. Thesc are features that have attracted
foreign multinationals to go beyond manufacturing and locate their
regional corporate headcprarters in the city-state.
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However, despite over three decades o{uninterrupted growth in Singapore/ the issue of economic and political survival remains embedded
in the national consciousness. The reasons for such an outlook are re-

lated to the country/s speclfic circumstances. The total land area of
Singapore (including the smaller islands) is 64r.4 square kilometers.
Other than its strategic position and utility as a communications hub,
it has no natural resources. As a multiracial socicty, Singapore has had
its share of comrrunal conflicts in the past, cspecially when it was part
of Malaysia. In the r95os, worker strikcs, unemployment, and political
unrest were commonplace. Such conditions created uncertainty regarding the future. These feelings of insecurity reached a pinnacle il
r 965 when Singapore was forced out of the Federation of Malaysia. No
doubt, feelings ofvulnerability have receded to some extent, especially
among the postindependence generation. Nonetheless, this does not
alter the essential challenges of survival that Singapore has to cope
with. Singapore remains a small independent city-state dependent for
its well-being on {avorable external conditions and, perhaps more criti-

cally, its internal dynamism. The political culture governing debate
on issues of national importance is thcrefore premised on these parameters of survival.
In the context oI Singapore, the logic of survival entailed two significant {actors: the institutionalization of a value system that would
maintain national unity and promote a cornmon purpose, and the institutionalization of a value system that would motivate economic
attainment. Both factors are interrelated as they hinge on the importance of internal dynanism as a prerequisite for success.
Achieving national unity in Sir.rgapole's multiracial society entails
not only the protection of legitimate civic rights irrespective of class,
racial, andreligious affiliationbut also equal protection under the rule
o{1aw. Both aspects undergird all dealings between individuals and the
state. If anything, the courts of law or the judicial systeln are seen as
the highest and most legitimate arbiter o{ right and wrong within the
ambit of the Singapore Constitution. Attempts to impugn or question
the judiciary's integrity amount no less to undermining Singapore's

stability.'
Race is another issue that remains critical to internal political stability. Its potential concern topeace andharmony cor.rtinues to be taken
seriousl, rotwithstanding the growing openness and sense of common
purpose evident in present-day Singapore. Early initiatives to amelio
rate such concerns began with the promulgation of multilingual,
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multireligious, and multicultural nation building. To givc form to the
policy, multilingual schools were established with parity of status and
treatment. Thc ongoing rationale seems to be that in matters of lan
guage, culture, and religion, it is best that the government bc absolutely
impartial. Should it interyene at all, it would have to do so in the interest of maintaining cultural and linguistic equality. As we will see later,
such an even-handed though firm approach did managc to yield high
political and econot.ric dividends. One vital development approach has
been to cncourage communal self help on behalf of deprived or disadvantaged groups in society.s This political philosophy not only a{firn1s
the policy of protecting civic rights but rnore inrportant gives forrn and
meanirg to that policy. It recluircs communitywide mobilization of resources for comn-runal uplif t-socially, edr-rcationa11y, and culturally.
In this, each corrmunity is seen as a partner in dcvelopment wlth the
government, with the lattcr playing a facilitative and enabling role., It
is hoped that this stress on ethnic comrnunity bonds through self-help
and the promotion of multilinS;ualisrr will have the e{{ect of strengthtl.re ability of Singaporeans to develop cultural networks with the
immediate region to enable Singapore to develop an ,,external wing,,
to its economy.
Many of the initiatives targeted at enhancing values are aimed at
sustaining Singapore's developmental momentum. Stress is placed on
the notion that a society works best if its members value self-ettort
and self'reliance. In this context/ the point is made that a welfare state,
however well-intentioned, can lead to the erosion of the work ethic
and to weakness and concomitant economic and social failure. Hence,
the organizational norm adopted by the govcrnment is one based on
creating a meritocratic society transcending racial, class, and cultural
barriers. Essentially, the meritocratic norm of social organization en,
visages the creation of a social structure based on talent and economic

ening

e{ficiency, in the process denying

tl.re importance of race, class, and cul,
tural affiliation and thereby providing assurance of equality of treatment and access to scarce positions and resourccs. In this wa, the logic
o{ multiracialism and multiculturalism is rea{firmed. Moreover, the
meritocratic approach attempts to ensure that development initiatrves
succeed, where reward or recognition is made a function of performance and work achievement.
Two basic imperatives, namely, political stability and economic
security, shape not only value concerns but also the policies implementcd to realize them. Actualization of the former imperative has
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a variety of forms, among them the institution of a system of
compulsory natlonal service of two and a half years lor all male Singaporeans above r8 years of age; the growth of the bilingual national

asslrmed

school system founded on shared political values; and the tightening
oi legislation against the misuse of religion for political ends, as exem
plified in the Maintenance of Religious Harmony Act r 99 t. Enhanced
economic security has been linked to the cumulative raising of the
educational standards of the population as a whole and the optirnum
utilization of Singapore's strategic position ls I cornmunrcations and
service hub for Southeast Asia and beyond. Singapore will also rely on
enlarging its manufacturing and industrial capacit, in particular in
relation to information technology. To actualize the former, the Ministry o{ Education has restructured the school system to enable more
students to pass critical examinations to acquire higher training c1ua1ifications over an extendedyear of study and there{ore reduce attrition
and drop-out rates; reduced the staff-student ratio to provlde quality
teaching, and implemented the "independent" school-an educational
institution that is given freedom and{lexibilit, including {inancial and
infrastructural support, to vary its subjects and course offerings to develop talent and promore crertivir).
Internal political stability continues to lemain a preoccupation with
the Singapore government. This generally implies developing strategies to rnanage race relations effectively, sLrch as, first/ ensuring that
a11the major ethnic communities are adequately represented in Parlia
ment ur.rder the group representation constituency formula; second,

responding quickly to attempts to sow racial or religious discord by
recourse to the authority vested in the courts; and third, promoting
and Iacilitatlng multiethnic or multicommunal contacts through nationally supported institutions, such as schools, community cenrers,
national service, trade unions, and sports activities. To rein{orce these
measures, there is a Presidential Council for Minority Rights in Singapore.'o Under this system, minodty interests are safeguarded by the
state, the argunent being that such an arrangement is less likcly to dis
adyantage those who are financially unablc to organize and lobby in
the American manner.
Yet effective economic development stratcgies and sensitive management of ethnic relations are only one side of the coin. Over the last
Iew years, the government has been preoccupiedwith an agenda aimed
at ersLuing that the best and brightest are retained forpositions ofleadership within the government and the civil service. The goal being to
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make possible Singapore/s continued future well-being, there is a need
to cnsure that those in positions of power are people of integrity and
imbued with honesty and probity in public life. The importance o{
maintaining high rroral and ethical standards in government is not a
n.rattcr of recent concern. Existential circumstances have, however,
etched more clearly the need for more tangible strategies in acldressing
it the best example being the recent pegging of ministers ar.rd civil
servants' salaries at levels comparable to the leading income carners
in the private sector." Such an approach, as argued by tl.re leadership in
power, attempts to meet two objectives: It atternpts, first, to draw those
with the moral and lcadcrsl.rip qualities into politics l{or otherwisc
they would not enter public scrvice because of the attractive salaries
o{fered by the private sector); and, second, to reduce the prospcct of
corruption seeping into the couidors of power, thus undermining the
entirc political system.l']
Indeed, the PAP views political leadership as the most critical parameter in maintaining Singapore's stability and prosperity. Paying
rlinisters, permanent secretades, and other high-ranking civil servants
well, though adding to the quantum of annual public expenditure, is
in a direct sense investing in Singapore's future. While such values as
service to the nation for its own sake, civic responsibility, a sensc of
loyalty, and patriotism are not thrown overboard, they are seen rnore
as virtues that need to be cultivated or cncouraged and less as realistic
options for the recruitment of high-caliber and responsible leaders and
administrators. Statecraft as perceived by the PAP leadership remarns
quintessentially pragmatic, the guiding principle being first a concern
with what works in politics and economics irnd only incidentally with
what might be termed "higher ideals," such as public service Ior its
own sake without expectation o{ personal gain or reward. The values
espoused up to this point of tl.re discussion are cxistentially driven, the
underlying belief being that Iailure to internalize and act on these values would lead to dire political and economic consequences. Missing
from the equation has bccn the need to develop a strong and broadbased civic culture that could provide a human face to Singapore's development. The central thematic frame validating these values was

that of national survival.
The same logic of pragmatism in crafting values was extended to
Singapore's majority Chinese population. From the historical perspec
tive, whatever its shortcorlings, Confucianism is a uniquely Chinese
creation.Itputs stress on duties and responsiirilities-an emphasis fron.r
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the PAP's perspective in accord

with the requlrements for meeting the
modern state characterized by social pluralism and
the need to legitimize relatively new institutional structures. In Confucian society, political leaders are expected to be moral exemplars, to
lead responsibly, and to be caring of the people. Con{ucianism,s essential philosophy does not depart from the philosophy inherent in
the great religious traditions of the world. To counter any suggestron
requirements of

a

that a Chinese Con{ucian philosophy was being forced on to the minority populations, Muslim/Malay Singaporeans, as in the case of Hindu
Singaporeans, were er.rcouraged to learn theit own mother tongues
and, by extension, their respective cultural,religious values. Similarly, Chinese Singaporeans themselves are in varying degrees morally
and ethically Confucian, though spiritually they could be Buddhist,
Taolst, Christian, or Muslim. Hence, maintaining identity with Con-

fucianism

as proposed for Chinese Singaporeans is seen as natural and
being Chinese. Strongly reinforclng such perspectives was the notion
that economic strides made by societies {ounded on Confucian values
and the apparent lack of clear "moral-ethical,, directions in Western
societles and their emphasis on individual rights at the expense of
social responsibility had added meaning and credence to the importance and appropriateness o{ Confucian values. To be sure, Conlucian
philosophy stresses moral-ethical integrity and social responsibility
as the prerequisites of political leadership. This perspective is precisely what the government under the PAp has committed itseli to

uphold.
The need to strengthen family values and ties has also become part
of thegovernment's agenda. In the last two decades, Singapore has witnessed important structural changes in the working population as a
whole. First ofall, in view ofthe country,s small population base the de,
mandfor more skilled workers made it necessary to encourage women
to enter the labor market. The enrollment of women in institutions of
higher learning is now on par with that of their rnale counterparts.
More critical, in a sociological sense, is their increasing preference to
take up fu11-time employment even after marriage. This obviously has
important implications for child care, family relations, marital stability, and care for the aged. The second structural change is the graying
population. The r99o Census of Population recorded a fal1in the age
dependency ratio from fifty-{our per hundred in r 98o to {orty-eight pcr
hundred in r 99o.'3
In the last decade there has been a rise in the incidence of divorce.,o
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The perceived neglcct of aging/dependent parents prompted thc passing of the Support for Parents Bill in 1994, whicl.r requires working
children to support their dependent parents, should the latter lodge
a complaint of neglect. Following closely on this was the institutiun
of the Family Court to provide legal recourse to {amily members suffering abuse and neglect. The Family Counseling Centres IFSCI oI the

Ministry oI Community Developrnent also play an important role

in providing marital and premarital assistance/advice on family and
family-related n-ratters. A special scherne to enhance the future prospects of low-income families is thc Small Families Improvement
Scheme, implemented in r993.'' Closely associated with the issue of
low-income families is the drug problem among youth, which though
by no means as critical

problem

as in other modern societies is none
theless seen as insidious and a potential cause of a breakdown in farnily life, wl.rich could undermine tl.re social fabric. These initiatives to
cor.rsolidate the family should be seen as both reactive and proactive,
guided by clearly delineated values to achieve socjal cohesiveness and
national vigor, without which Singapore's ability to meet the demands
ofsurvival wouldbe weakened.Inhercnt in these initiatives is the basic
concern with preserving Singapore's cornpetitive edge in the international economy.
It is relevant to say that as Singapore eurbarks upon the new millennium, the country approaches, perhaps, the most crucial period in
its development since independence in r 96 5. Significant evcnts in the
Iun up to the new rnillennium have been the transfcr of power from
Lee Kuan Yew-the only prirne minister that Singapore had hitherto
experienccd-to his designated successor, Goh Chok Tong; the pushing
through Parliament of the ptoposal to adopt an elected presidential system; and the promise of Goh and his cabinet to adopt a more relaxed/
lcss authoritarian political style. In tandem with suchpolitical changes
are signi{icant new sociological trcntls that have occurred as Sirrga
porebecomes amore mature socictyandits social structure takesroot.
In this ncw environment a new middle-income group has emerged that
cuts across ethnic lines, experiences thc conspicuous consurnption of
matedal goods as a way oflife, and enjoys a higher standard oflivingand
a greater degrec o{ political freedorn and participation than during the
Lee Kuan Yew era (See r 996 ). Managing the risilg expectations of this
group will be the most pressing challenge for a new generation of PAP
a

leaders.
For the PAP to rctain its dominance o{ the system through the use
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ofhard authoritarianism would, however, be impossible or at leastpotentially costly in the current political climate. There have been clear
indications that the government is pursuing a new political agenda
that encompasses a more people-friendly approach to governance/ the
relaxation of censorship, and the encouragement of more spontaneous

artistic and cultural activity. The pace of liberalization has been slow,
but, more important, the PAP has made a concerted effort to channel
social change in a suitable direction through its own variety of a counterculture by suggesting in the late r98os that Singapore should have
a national ideology similar to Indonesia's Pancasila or Malaysia's
Rukunegara. The idea was introduced publicly by then-First Deputy
Prime Minister Goh in October r 988 in a speech to the PAP Youth
Wing (Goh r 988, r 3 ). In lanuary r 9 89, Lee Hsien Loong, then minister
of trade and industry, suggested in another speech four core values that
should constitute this ideology: (r ) community over self; (z) upholding the family as the basic building block of society; (3) resolving major issues through consensus instead of contention; and (4) stressing
racial and religious tolerance and harmony (Lee r 989, 3 r ). In the same
month in his speech at the opening o{ Parliament, the president addressed the same question/ andinJanuary r99r the government issued
a white paper that discussed the proposal in detail and expanded the
elernents in the list from four to five: {r ) nation before community and
{z ) family as the basic unit o{ society; (3 ) regard and
community support for the individual, (4) consensus instead of contention; l5)racial and religious harmony lwhite Pdpd rggr). In this
latterform, the sharedvalues conceptt6 was nowproposed as the basis
for what Goh had initially termed the national ideology. References
to these values have been constantly articulated by the PAP leaders,
either as a reminder to the population about the need {or social cohe-

society above self;

sion or as a defense against attacks on Singapore's system by the Western media.''
Even without being institLrtionalized, many of the values discussed
above resonate in Singapore society. Let us take, for example, the
consensual style of politics in Singapore. For example, a considerable
amoLrnt of political decision mal<ing occurs not in Parliament but in
the ministries through ministers using public sentiment as a gauge.
Citizens can sometimes act more directly to affect the direction of policy through their feedback to the government than indirectly through

members o{ Parliament arguing for their interest. For example, the
Graduate Mother Bill, which gave financial incentives to women with
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tertiary dcgrccs to bear children, was repealed due to extremely unpopular reception, although it was passed in Parliament almost unani
mously. Another example would be the decision not to table the one
man-two vote bill because oI strong unfavorable ground reaction when
thc idea was floated by Lee Kuan YeW even though many members of
Par]iament and m inisl er\ spol(e in lar or oi rr.
From an observer's perspective, the PAP's promotion of shared values should be seen in the context of a combination of {actors: first, the
demise oI authoritarian regimes in the aftermath of the cold war, par-

ticularly the rise of plluallstic polities in prevlously authoritarian
states like South Korea and Taiwan, second, a more mature economy
increasingly open to the pressures of the inlormation age, third, social
changes that have created an a{fluent and often property-owning rniddle
class with high expectations; fourth, a worl<ing class now increasingly
detached from traditional types of employment and the social cor.rditions that went with them. Particularly amor.rg the Chinese commu-

nit,

in both the middlc and working classes, and the small but highly
visible economic elite, people are less and lcss in tune wlth thc cultural
sources {rom which they sprang. For example, Chinese Singaporeans
visiting China find it in mtrny ways an alien place: In most instances,
thcy would feel more at home in London or New York.
Such changing class structure has lnaior implications for {uture social and political patterns. What is interesting is that the government's
response to this, at least as it is conveyed through the sharecl values
col1cept, has not been a socio]ogical one, that is, trying to understand
the implications bel.rind the changing nature of Singapore societ, but
culturalist approach-seeing the problem essentially in terms of lack
o{ cultural values, notpatterns or institutions, andremcdying the situation by reintroducir.rg or rcinforcing those values thought to be absent
or insuiiiciently stressed. As a first line of defense, the government's
stlategy seems to revolve around the prerlise that a change in values
will bring about corresponding changes in social practice. This approach
alone, however, will not suf{ice. As a second line of defense, the PAP
leaders have stressed the issue of governance, particularly the merits
o[ good government.
Since the r 984 election, the PAP has been steadily losing ground to
the opposition. In r 99 r, the PAP won just under 6 t percent of thc vote.
While it was hardly likely that the PAP could lose an clection owing t.)
the current fragmcnted nature of the opposition in Singapore, therc rs
similarly no guarantee that such a situation could be taiccn for granted,
a
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exempli{ied by the demlse of a monolith like lapan's Liberal Democratic Party. Hence, the PAP has adopted three strategies to counter
this trend. The first was the introduction of constitutional changes to
parliamentary politics. This saw the introduction of two nonconventlonal categodes of members of Parliament, name1, the nonconstitu
tency members and the nominated members." The second was the
introduction of the goup repesentation constituency (GRC)." Here
three or more electoral constituencies may be grouped into one GRC.
And third was the introduction of an elected presidency.'o The most
signi{icant power of the elected president is the veto on the annual operating budget of the elected government, should it decide to draw on
the national financial reserve. This initiative was motivated by the perceived need to prevent subsequent governments {rom adopting irresponsible fiscal policies, such as excessive welfarism, just to capture
as

state power."

Linked to the issue of government competence, PAP Ieaders, par-

ticularly Senior Minister Lee Kuan Yew, have extolled the virtues of
good government. A good example of Lee's perspectives on the matter
is a speech made in November r99z in Tokyo in which he asserted that
{oreign aid should be linked to good government and that democracy
was not necessarily part of the equation:

Peoples o{ all countries need good government. What is good
government? This depends on the values oIa people. What Asians
valuemay not necessarlly be whatAmericans or Europeans value.
Westerners value thefreedoms andliberties o{ the individual. As
an Asian of Chinese cultural background, my values are for a government which is honest, effective and efficient in protecting its
people and allowing opportunities for all to advance themselves
in a stable and orderly societywhere they can live a good li{e and
raise their children to do better than themselves. Whilst democracy and human rights are worthwhile ideas, we should be clear
that the real objective is goodgovernment. That shouldbe the test
{or official developmental aid. Is this a good government that deserves aid ? Is it honest and e{fective ? Does it look after its people I
Is there an orderly stable society where people are being trained
to lead a productive liie? (Lee r 993 )"

The most authoritative position on good government was, how-

fi,

ever, enunciated by Goh in his September
ryg 5, address, entitled
Role
of
Government
in
the
East
Asian
Miracle,"
at the Center
"The
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for Development Economics at Williams Collcgc in Massachusetts. In
his speech, Goh argued that cconomic development requires political
stability, which in turn depends on "good government.'/ Hc went on to
describe his notion of good governmerrt as govcrnmcnt built on three

pillars: dcmocratic accountabilit, long-terrl orientation, and social
justice (Goh r995). In his assessrrenti to achicvc long-term stability
governments have to govern with thc consent of the goverr.rcd as conveyed through the ballot box making Singapore no ciifferent fron-r
Western societies. However, he added, what differentiates Singapore
from its Western counterparts is its long-term orientation. Goh noted
that in the United States, for instance, the government is supposed to
respond to thc cxpressed preferences oI the people. This typc oI democratic government, he pointed out, is vulnerable to economic populism, as illustratedby the budget-deficit proble[rs of the United States.
Most developing countries, especially small ones like Singapore, he
said, can ill afford such policies. Goh concluded:
This is why, in Singapore, governlncnt acts ltlore Iike a trustee.
As a custodian of the people's welfare, it exercises independent
judgment on what is in the long-term economic interests of thc
people and acts on that basis. Government policy is not dictated
by opinion polls or re{erenda. This has somctimes lneant overriding populist pressures for "easier" economic policics. Indeed,
implementing the right policies has on occasion meant administering bitter n.redicine to overcome economic challenges. The
trustee model of democracy that Singapore has subscribed to en
abled it to pLusue the tough policics necessary for economic de
velopmellt. Indeed, the concept oi government as trustee went
hand in hand with dernocratic accountability. Because the government has acted as an honest and cornpetent trustee of the
people, we have been returned to power ir.r every ger.reral election
since self-government in r 95 9. With a com{ortable rnajority and
strong mandate, we have been able to take a long-tcrm view in
addressing our economic problems. lWhite Paper on Shttrecl Val
ues

t99t, to)

To this

list of govcrnance indicators highlighted by Goh could also

be added seven qualitative indicators: leadership based on high stand,
ards of integrity, the need for a clean and e{ficient civil service as a key

institLrtion in nation building; tlte primacy of education in national
development; the avoidance of welfarism; 1aw and order; communal
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harmony; and the strengthening of physical and social infrastructure
for socioeconomic development and industrial capacity." Tal<en at face
value, these values are not particularly unique or specifically Singaporean. A11 countries subscribe to such values in part or in whole. The
important distinguishing featlrre is the manner in which such values
are articulated by Singapore leaders: Concepts like "good government"
and "shared values" almost take the form of ideology and become the
state's raison d'Otre, requiring some form of de{ense when the legitimacy of such values is challenged by external forces. Not many countries will have that same ideological comrnitment. And as such, the
defense of such values in the international realm becomes of paramount importance.

IN DETENSE or Sner.no V,cr-urs
Walter Lippmann's celebrated statement that ii anation is secure to the
extent to which it is not in danger of having to sacrifice core values, if
it wishes to avoid war, and is able, if challenged, to maintain them by
victory in such a w ar" ltg4l,5 r ) highlights the seriousness with which
states in the international system view values. Wars have been fought
to uphold Protestant values (Thirty Years Warl, in defense against
French-sty1e revolution (Napoleonic Wars), against fascism and militarism (World War II), and in more recent times against the spread ol
corrmunism (co1d warperiod), to name a few. Hence, the study of values and its impact on international relations is an important subiect.
To see how the Asian values issue" crept lnto the Singapole foreign
policy agenda, it is useful to elaborate on five underlying perceptions,
prevalent at the end of the cold war, that shaped Singapore's outlook.
First, there was concern that in the post-coldwar era issues relating
to democratization and humanrights maybecome moreprominent as
a precondition to {oreign relatlons and trade between states in the international system. The United States, the pdme mover in the debate
over democracy and human rlghts, particularly under the Clinton administration, is Singapore's largest source of capital investment and its
largest export market. Any American move to make democratization
and human rights a condition in this economic lelationship would
have important and possibly grave consequences. Singaporehad every
reason to be concerned. In r987, Singapore's General System of Preferences (GSP) benefits were withheld by the United States because
o{ American allegations of copyright violations. Similarly, Singapore
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alleged that its bid to host the inaugural World Trade Organization
meeting in December r996 was undermined as a result of American
displeasure over the Michael Fay caning.,s
Secor.rd, the Singapore elite, buoyed by substantial economic suc
cess, felt growing confidence about the strengrhs oI their model, which
appeared to lustily the policy of putting economic development first
and giving priority to order and stability-what was described earlier
as "good governnent." There was a sense among the elitc that their
own traditions and values had served them well.
Third, thcre were suspicions that the West had a hidden ager.rda
to maintain hegemony by slowing down Asian growth and curtailing
Asian competitivcness by "changing the rules" to invoke a new forirr

of protectionism with human rights and democracy becoming the
standard-bearers of what was perceived to be a new [orm of colonialism.'u

Fourth, there was a feeling that the Western model beingprornoted,
referring primarily to the U.S. model, was flawed and undesirable.
People were concerned that the kind of social clecay seen in the West
would occur in Singapore.

FiIth was the convictior within elite circles that Western democracy and hurnan rights concepts had threatening implications {or
Singapore's economic success, indeed its very existence as a nation.
Although the perceptionmay be extreme, it is a strongforce in the highest levels of government and party. To understand it, we must go back
to the earlier part of this chaptcr, where I outlined briefly the circumstances in which the governingPAP came to power, the economic strategy that propelled Singapore to success, and the highly centralized and
e{ficient structure of government and power in Singapore, which was
seen as a prerequisite for survival.
It was under such circurnstances that a group of political and aca
demic leaders, termed thc "Singapore school, " came to the {orefront 1n
the Asian values debate. These prominent Singaporeans argued that
human dignity and "good governance" are best achieved by a political
regime dedicated to social order and rapid economic growth (Jones
r 994). Lee Kuan Yew's views or.r culture, destiny, and good governance
{ormed the touchstone of the Singapore school. The core tenets of his
views are as Iollows:
' Values are learned di{ferently in We st and East, with one,s mother,s
milk, and Western,style democtacy requires certain cultural impulses al.sent in many A\tan \ocicries.
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. The exuberance of democracy leads to undisciplined and disorderly conditions inimical to development.
. Aslan leaders are right to put the material needs of their people
first, even if they have to be brutal to attain that goal, although
brutality for its own sake is undesirable.
. Partlcipatory politics will come to Asian societies as they develop,
but the process is slow and to hasten it according to the dictates of
the West is to court disaster l'Asian Values Debate" r 996 ).
Naturalln most liberal intellectuals in the West will find suchviews
unpalatable even if they cannot deny the historical observations underlining Lee's ideas. To these Singapore thinkers, a benevolent forrt
o{ authoritarianism is preferable to liberal democracy. For them, how
democratic a government is, is not as important a source of legitimacy
as howwell a government manages the economy so as to increase general living standards. Chan Heng Chee, then director of the Institute of
Southeast Asian Studies in Singapore, succinctly de{ined the nature of
the Asian values debate from the Singapore perspective:

The "East-West" or 'Asian Values" debate is on three different
but linked questions. It is Iirstly a clash of views over democratization and the promotion o{ democracy, secondl, it is about different perspectives on human rights; and thirdly, it is a debate on
whether values have universal validity or whether values are
specific and tied to geography, history and time and relatedly,
how to look on the role of governments orleaderships which seek
to preserve or promote values. (Chan 1996 cited in Sebastian
1997, 285)
The Singapore schoolplaced the interests oI the majoritybefore the
rights of the individual. In such a system of justice, for example, the
overall interests of the larger communlty outweigh the rights of any of
its members. In the Michael Fay case, it appeared to Ametican human
rights groups and newspaper columnists that the punishment did not
"fit" the crime. It was, however, not meant to. Punlshment in a community-oriented system is not designed to punish the individual. It is
administered to protect the community as a whole and thereby serve
as a deterrent to potentlal mischief -makers. Hence, the question was
not whether Fay deserved his punishment but how the system could
ensure that no future misdemeanor occurs.
The Singapore school also extolled thevirtues of economic development and rapid economic growth over other political and social goals.
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This was a consequence o{ Singapore's own economic backwardness
andhigh levels oi unemploynent, poverty, andhomelessness upon decolonization in r 965. Singapore's success in the modernization of its
economy has prompted some within the Singapore school to Ieel jus
tiiied in presenting Singapore as a developmental model that n-ray be
more applicable Ior Asian and developing states than the European
model of liberal democracy.,'
Echoing Lee Kuan Yew's own concerns regarding the excesses and
negative aspects o{ American society and the desire to identify a set of
values that he saw as broadly characteristic o{ East Asia became another common theme among the Singapore school.ls In an article in the
Internationttl Herald Tribune in r 99 j, Ambassador-at-Large Tonrlny
Koh {r993) inquired whether East Asia stood for any positive values.
He was followed up by Kishore Mahbr-rbani, permanent secretary o{
the Ministry o{ Foreign Affairs, in an article in For€Er Allairs, entitled
"The Dangers of Decadence, " where he criticized the "hero worship,,
given to the idea of individualism and individual freedom:
Freedom does not only solve problems, it can also create them.
The United States has undertaken a massive social experiment,

tearing down social institution after social institution that restrained the individual. T}re results have been disastrous. Since
r 96o, the U.S. population has increased 4 r percent while violent
crime has risen by 5 60 percent, . . . divorce rates by 3oo percert
and the percentage of children living in single-parent homes by
3oo percent. This is massive social decay. Many a society shudders at the prospects o{ this happening on its shores. But instead of
traveling overseas with humility, Americans con{idently preach
the virtucs of unfettered freedom, blithely ignoring the visible
social consequences. (Mahbubani r9g1 , r+l

A related concern with American-style liberal democracy that is
worth mentioning is the fact that the system has as its basis an ideology of pluralism. To get clected in such a system, politicians have to
appeal to as great a nuurber of voters as possible by saying everything
and hence nothing. Policy decisions in such a state will be highly sensitive to pressures {rom interest groups and tend to be directed by big

money and olten lack consistency. Furthcrmore, long-terrn intelligent
planning is almost impossible because short-terrn interests must be
satisfied to win votes. The Clinton administration,s inability to re{orm wel{are, sort out its public health-care system, or cut the deficit
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are cases in point. Since wealth determines the amount o{political influence, poor communities, such as African-American orHispanic and
various other less-privileged groups, are practically locked out o{ the

political process.
Bilahari Kausikan, then director ol the East Asian and Pacific Bureau
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, also took a critical approach to the
West in an article, "Asia's Different Standard," where he questioned
the West's motive in placing human rights on the agenda of interstate
relations. He went on to emphasize that such motives should be questioned and commented that such moves are an "easy, cheap, and popularway to exercise influence or maintain the illusion o{involvement"
{Kausikan r 993, 3 5 ). In reply to the assertion made by Western human
dghts activists that political and civil rights are tundamental and necessary institutions forhuman dignity, he responded: "Such an argument
does not accord with [Asian] historical experience. That experience sees
order and stability as preconditions for economic growth, and growth
as the necessary foundation oI any political order that claims to advance human

dignity"

l3,S).

The final perspective to consider is the view of Sree Kumar, a forn.rer
staff member of the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. ln an article
entitled "East Asia's Economic Lessons for the World, " he refers explicitly to the World Bank publicationThe Ettst Asittn Miracle, which
stated that //government intervention in many forms was instrumental in the success of the East Asian economies and explains partly the
successful emergeace of the newly industrialising economies o{ South,
east Asia" {World Bank r993). According to Kumar, this requires a rethinking of the meaning of "good government," to one that is bascd
upoll the needs of economic development rather than on political process and

individual rights. He asserts:

The basic issue is whether political freedoms

as enshrined in the
unchecked Ireedom of the individual would restrict economic
growth. Alternatively, the question can be phrased as what the
borders o{ individual freedoms shouldbe so as not to impede economic growth. It is in this domain that East Asia has succeeded
in defining the political {ramework which incipient industrialising economies require for sustained gowth. But this in itseli is
not a static design. As economic growth proceeds, the demands
oI the economy and the population change and this calls for new

borders of freedon.r to be drawn. The political process, therefore,
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animportantrole inkeeping economic growth ona consistent
path while ensuring that new borders arc made apparent. (Kumar
r99 4l
has

The above excerpts provide some indication of the range and dept}r
of the approaches to the Asian values debate in Singapore's government
and academic circles. Despite their differcnt perspectives, they advance

consistent view: that an individualist perspective on denocracy and
human rights is a Western concept, and the West has either a sinister
or naive motive in imposing such concepts on other countries. In light
of this, the i1rplied argument is that non-Wester11 states n]ust have the
autonomy to establish their own codcs of conduct suitable for their
unique economic, political, social, and cultural circumstances, which
emphasize the state, societ, and family relationships and duties and
which presume economic growth as their basis. Politics and civil rights
are subordinate concerns. The rights of the individual are subordinate
to the interests of the majority.
a

CoNCrusIoN
Perhaps

in the {inal analysis, the Asian values dcbatc should not be
trying to find new ways

seen purely from the perspective of the West

of exercizing hegemony over Asia or the East using Asian values to
validate authoritarian leaders and their so-called repressive systems
regardless of their competence. Such generalizations are unhelpful in
getting to the crux of the debate.

Ultimately, the Asian values debate revolvcs around the vital question of what constitutes "good society. " Its essence was well captured
by an article in the Economist \" Asian Valucs" r 994) that viewed the
debate as all about how best to organize a modernizing society to
achieve and maintain prosperity and security; how to {ind a balance
between freedom and stability; and the need to strive for some equilibrium between government responsibilities and individual rights and
duties. In straightforward terms, the debate in its essence is about how
to preserve the values of a "good government, // which in turn acts to
promote "good society."
Although Lee Kuan Yew bclieves his brand of authoritarianism
works best, the otherproponents of the Asian values debate representing Singapore, some of whom in the past opposed Lee's perspectives,
do believe there are other alternatives. They have, however, backed the
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cultural argument because they know that such alternatives do not include the U.S. model. For a few o{ the Singapore school, the U.S. promotion of democracy at its very extreme amounted in effect to cultural
hegemony- Because Lee Kuan Yew's argument has been that Singapore
achieved such growth and development due to his authoritarian style of
governance, when Singapore became wealthy some of the government/s
critics turned the argument around and posed the question, Isn't Singapore developed enough to afford less development?
In {act, Torrmy Koh did just that a few years ago in the Singapore
press when he lamented that Singapore was overregulated." In the
samc vein, he cautioned that Singapore should avoid being a vociferous
spokesperson for the East. Being the most "occidental of the oriental
societies" {Koh r 998, 3 5 8 ), Singapore, in his perspective, was a unique
combination of East andWest. Singapore's'role, therefore, was "to seek
common ground between East and West, to inter?ret one side to the
other and to avoid a civilisational clash between East and West" (3 5 8 ).
He cautioned that when East Asians expressed pride in their cultural
heritage, such expressions should not be rrisconstruedas a {orm of cultural relativism or at worse chauvinism. Illustrating that there are a
similar number of good and badAsian values as there are good and bad
Western values, he contended:

At the risk of offending many o{ my Asian friends, let me cite a
few examples o{ bad Asian values. I regard the caste system in
Hindu culture; the subjugation of women; the practice of nepotism, the attitude of subservience to those irl authority; the tradition oI authoritarian rulers; and the shame which parents {eel
towards their children with physical or mental disabilities as
bad. I would also like to point out that rrany of the characteristics of modern Singapore which make us successful are derived
from the West. I refer, for example, to our independent judiciary;
our transparent legal process; our excellent civil service based on
merit and free of corruption; science and technology; management culture based upon merit, team work and the delegation of
power; the uplifting of status of women; the beliei in affording all
citizens equal opportunity; and a political system which makes
government accountable to the people though regular elections.

(:sz-:s8)
Sin.rilarly, Chan {in Tu r984, r 98-2 r4) spoke out against efforts to institutionalize Confucianism in the Singapore education system during
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public debate when Lee Kuan Yew brought in Harvard professor Tu
Wei-Ming to strengthen his position. I, for one, profoundly disagree
with any notion that Asian culture is somehow uniquely suitcd to authoritaria sm. When, however, confronted with the rhetoric o{ writers,
like New Yorft Ii-nres columnist William Safirc, who sccm blissfully
ignorant of wl.ry certain Asian countries devcloped in the manner they
did and blithely assume that the American brand of democracy is the
universal model, it was not surprisiltg that the lrrore liberally rninded
oi the Singapore school tended to gravitate toward Lee's point o{ view
in order to close ranks.
Whatever the outcome of the Asian values debate, nothing can al,
ter thc fact that the political landscape in Singapore is subtly changing.
Pro{essionals, locally trained and Western educated, are beginning to
debate issues such as the right of citizens to be critical of government
policy without being stigmatized as "unpatriotic. " This docs not mean
that SiDgapore will become a lacsimile of the United States in the near
future because one fundamental dif{erence cxists. Whereas U.S. ciri
zens place theirfaith in "thc system" and belicve that if one party is not
delivering the goods, they can vote in another to do a better job, Sin
gaporeans cortinue to place thcir faith with the governing party and
bclieve that through subtle prodding or not so suLrtle voting for the opposition they can push thcir leaders to adopt a more liberal stance. No
one considers seriously the option of rule by another party because at
this juncture in Singapore's history none of sufficier.rt caliber exists.
Even if an opposition party does manage to build up as in.rpressive a
store o{ talcnt as the ruling party (this in itself would be a gargantuan
task), they havc the arduous job of accumulating sufficient legitimacy
Ior an electoral victory to be possible. With so much of Singapore,s
economy ticd up with the ruling PAP, rniddle-incoll1e groups, who are
tl.re majority, are generally very cautious about a change and would not
ponder an option as dramatic as voting the PAP out ofpower. Thc marn
issue that constantly sutfaccs among better-educated and young Sina

gaporeans is not about the govcrnrneng's per{ormance but about shared

owncrship of public policies through participation in policy formulation.
Indced, the government's adhcrcnce to

a

model oI governance strcss-

ing accountability and transparency has brought it much credit rn a
region characterized by a sharp economic downturn as a conscqlrence
o{ the Asian economic crises. The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
has commended Singapore {or its robust fundamentals, which have
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shielded its financial market {rom the regional turbulence-high savings, fiscal and curent account surpluses, flexible markets, robust reserves and high standards of regulation, and supervision for domestic
financial institutions, which had sheltered its market and shored up
investor confidence ("IMF Praises" r 99B ). If anything, Singapore's lead
ers probably Ieel vindicated that the model of governance they have
cultivated has proven to be resilient. Notwithstanding its sound fundamentals, Singapore's exposure to the region will drag it into the turmoil. Singapore's leaders nevertheless remain conlident that the very
strengths that put the city-state ahead of its neighbors before the crises
began-and its eagerness to adjust to changes in the world around rtwill enable Singapore to emerge further in {ront when the regional
crises conclude.

Norrs
r.

For neorealism, see Waltz (r979). Possibly the best exposition of neoliberal

institutionalism can

be found

2. The constructivist

in Keohane (r989).

approach can be di{{erentiated {rom matedalist theo'

ries like neorealisrn and neoliberal institutionalism in that it utilizes a sociological approach as its basic point o{ reference for analyzing human behavior.
It drarvs some of its rnethodology from postnodernism as well as Irom more
established approaches like Bull's (r977) perspectives or "international socr
ety." For a useful understanding oI the constrlrctivist approach, see Katzen
stein {r996) and Wendt (rqq+I.
3. For a useful discussion of the issue oi identity ftom a constructrvrsr
perspective, see Lapid and Kratochwil (r996).
4. The best study on this sub,ect remains |ervis (r97o).
5. See, Ior example, Kim Dae jung's (1994) elegant rejoinder to Lee Kuan
Yew's views on Asian values.
6. The PAg founded in November 1954, has ruled Singapore since r959.
For a briei period oi two years (r963-r965), PAP rule was subsumed under a
{ederal system based in Kuala Lumpur. Following separation from the lederation o{ Malaysia in r965, the PAP has continued to maintain its hold on
power.
7. The most prominent case to receive international attention recentlywas
that o{ Christopher Lingle, a former lecturer in European Studies at the National University of Singapore, whose article in the 1n ternd t iondl Hertld Tribane in r 994 was deemed by the Singapore authodties as oblicluely ifrpugning
the integrity of the Singapore judiciary. He was cited Ior contempt ofcourt and
subsequently fined S$ro,ooo.
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8. Thete are Iour registered community seli-help organizations at present:
MENDAKI {Council for the Devclopn.rent of the Singapore Muslim Commu
nity); CDAC (Chinese Devclopment Assistance Council); SINDA lsirgapore
Indian Development Association), and the Eurasian Community lund. Thus
{ar, cornmunal self-help programs have focused o[ educational support, cultural development, social wel{are, and religious education.

9. The comrmrnity-based self,help organlzations collect varying monthly
amounts {rom working individuals. An automatic deduction system has Iteen
instituted thror.rgh the CPI scheme JCentral provident Fundl and deductions
correspond to the person's salary bracket. All working Malay Muslim adults
pay between S$z and S$s per month to MENDAKI; Chinese Singaporeans pay
between S$o.5o and S$ r per [.ronth to the CDAC, Indiar Singaporeans pay between S$z and S$7 per month to SINDAj Eurasian Singaporeans pay between
SSz and S$ro per month ro the Eurasian Community Fund. Individuals who
do not wish to contribute can ask to be excluded.
ro. The council is chaired by the chie{ justice of the Singapore Supreme
Court. Its lnembers include six ethnic Chinese, three cthnic Malays, three eth
nic Indians, and two Eurasians. In this connectior, thc feedback unit of the guv
ernment also contdbutes to thrs process by provrdilg citizens rvith a Ioru11-r to
raise issucs and g evances and thereby helps to reduce potential tension and
rnisLrndersranding.
r r. Ior details, see tl.IeWllite Paper on Competitive Stlldries for Canpetent
a d Hanest Govenlmeni (r994). The statement of valid:rtion reads as follows:
"Competent political leadership is crucial to good government. Singapore must
clraw its Ministers {rom among its most outstanding committed citizens. It
rnust {ind a continuing flow of meII and women oI ability and illtegrit, u,ho
will govern the country, mobilise the population, and charr Iurure directiors
Iorthenation. [Otherwise] it will lose the competltive edge over othercounrdes
which enables it to thrive and prosper and cornpensate {or its smallness, vuln, rrbililv an\l l.lcl< or rr\ortrce\" lt].
r2. This aspect o{ moral-ethical concern should be seen in relatioll to the
PAP's ongoingefiorts at Ieadership rencl,al; hence, the careful selection of potential party candidates {or election and the obligatory period of testillg to en
sure suitaLrility pdor to elevation in the government/party hierarchy.
r j. Thc age depenclcncy tatio is deiined as persons aged below r 5 years and
6o and over years to persons aged between r 5 and 5 9 years. perhaps the major
cause of this is the govemment/s rwo child policy, which was reversed jn r g g 7.
Vadous incentives arc now offered (including tax rebatesl to a[est the poplr
latiot trends.

r4. The rate of divorce recorded {or non-Muslim rnardages undcr the
Women's Charter in r 99 r was r r. r pet roo marriages, rn contrrst to r r.4 per roo
marriages among Muslims in the same year.
r5. Under this scheme, low-income farnilies will rcccivc {a) butsaries Iot
school-going childrenworth S$2oo a yearlor those in primary school; Sg4oo a
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year{or those in secondary school, andStiBoo a yearfor those in junior college/
pre-university classes and (b) a housing grant of S$8oo paid into the CPI
account oI the wifc until she is 45 years old or {or twenty years, whichever is
sooner. Tl-re total grant is worth Sgt6/ooo.
r6. For a coraprehensivc analysis o{ the shared values conceptr see Chua
{rqgs, lr-rsl.
r7. An example is Goh's ALrgLrst r994 National Day Rally speech, entitled
"Moral Values: The loundation of a Vibrant State" {reprinted as "Social Values,
Singapore Style"; see Goh r994).
r8. Nonco[stituency membets are ca[didates of opposition politicai par
ties who did not win their seats but who polled the highcst nurTlber of opposi
tion votes in a general election. A maximuiD ol three scats are automatically
of{ered to such candidates, who have the right to decline; if declined, no alternative oflers need to be made. The nominated members ate nonpoliticians
nominated by the public at large but selected by a committee o{ elected rlrem
bers. The injection ol these men-rbers introduces contrary opinions into Par,
Iian-rent and, hope{ully, reduces the circulation o{ dissenting voices outside the
oI{icial political sphere andagenda. Havingbeengiven o{ficial recognition, dis,
senting voices are likely to be more moderate and respond to the center o{ the
political spectrum as a consecluence oI their cooptation.
19. In a general elcction, each lolitical party must Iield candidates as a
slate, o{ which one must be a memller o{ a racial minority. The slate that polls
the highest combined votes carries all the seats in thc GRC. This has two political e{{ects. On the positive side, the insistence that a member o{ the GRC
must be of a minority group ensures that the Malay and Indian populatrons
willbe represented in Parliament; this may alleviate the likelihood o{ extreme
racism irr politics. Indeed, such was the government's declared reason Ior prornoting the change in the Constitution. Implicit in such a mechanism Ior rnr
1-lolity representation is the recognition that the enfotced physical integrarion
of minodty racial groups among the Chinese majority in all housing estates
has created the possibility thar only Chinese candidates will be elected to Parliament in Iuture elections. On the negative side, such policies have the eifect
o{ constraining opposition parties, which alreadyhave difficulty finding "cred
ible" candidates to pitch against the PAP. In the short to medium term, such
a situation willhave the ef{ect ofreducingthe chances oI opposition parties at
the ballot box.

ro. For rrrore details, sec Tan and Lan-r (r9971.
2r. Candidates Ior the presidential election aie to bc scmtinizcd lly

a

govenlnlent committee. Those who automatically qualify are ex-permanent
secretades in the civil service, ex-chief executive officers ofgovernrrlent statu
tory boards or o{ companies with paid-up capital of S$roo million, and ex
cabinet ministers, although they would have to sever all party af{iliations to
contest an election. Although the idea behind having an elected president to
check a profligate goverlment is a laudable one, the criterion of selection for
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patently undemocratic as it has a built-in bias in {avor of PAP
Ieaders and against opposition candidates, no matter how credible.
22. Related to thiswas Lee's own contention that "what a colrntryneeds to
a candidate is

develop is discipline more than democracy," cited in Hitchcock (r 994, r ).
r3. For further elaboration, see Sebastian {r997, 278-2981.
r4. For an analysis o{ Singaporc's pcispectives on Asian values, see Hill and
Lian (r995, r93 zr9) and Eurmerson {r995).
25. Michael Ia, an Arnedcan teenager living in Singapore, was given a
three-month iail sentence and six strokes o{ the cane for vandalism. The sentence was reduced to Iour strokes upon an appeal for clernency by U.S. Prcsident Bill Clinton. The ensuing debate surrounding the case extended to direct
criticism o{ Singapore's political system by huI-ran rights groups and newspaper columnists likeWilliam Saiire andA. M. Rosenthal. The latterwas to comment: "The issue is not onlyvicious {logging, but the other laws ofwhich that
is part and symbol: detentions without trial, adrninistrative impdsonment
andpolitical, press andacademic control, the whole nasty authodtarian collection" (cited in Latif r996, j2s ).

26. This point was eloquently made by Wade {r99j, 44o).
:7. This probably explains the Singapore disinclination to provide financial
aid ar-rd the preference Ior technical assistance programs as part of its future
ODAcommitments. BilahariKausikan, Singapore'spermanentrepresentative
to the United Nations/ however, stresses vigorously that "Singapore does not
hold itselfup as a model for anyone. What we have argued consistently is that
diversity is an empirical Iact countries have di{{erent histories, cultures,
values and problems and thus each tatiorr must Iind its own best social and
political arrangeme[ts by means ola pragmatic and continuoLrs process of
e)ipedmentation. Singapore's approach, in short, is the exact opposite o{ that
implied by the term'mode1,'with its universalistic connotations.ln ourview,
there cannot lle a'Singapore model'that is applicable anywhere but in Singa
pore" 11997, z7-28).
u8. See, for example,Zakal:a lr994, tr3l.
29. Quoting an Institute of Policy Studies survey in which 65 percent of
interviewees said Singapore was ove(egulated, a sympathatic Koh stressed
that "a balance mustbe struck between freedom and responsibilit, individual
liberty andpublic order, over- and under-regulation" (see "S'poreans EnjoyBen-

efits" r9srl.
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